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The United Nations and the Fight Against Terrorism - United States.
Congress. House. Committee on International Relations. Subcommittee
on International Terrorism and Nonproliferation 2005

perspective of everyone who has to deal with IFRSs or the IASB at a
technical or policy-making level.
Parliamentary Debates - New Zealand. Parliament 1979

Aiming for Global Accounting Standards - Kees Camfferman 2015
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and its
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), have acquired a
central position in the practice and regulation of financial reporting
around the world. As a unique instance of a private-sector body setting
standards with legal force in many jurisdictions, the IASB's rise to
prominence has been accompanied by vivid political debates about its
governance and accountability. Similarly, the IASB's often innovative
attempts to change the face of financial reporting have made it the
centre of numerous controversies. This book traces the history of the
IASB from its foundation as successor to the International Accounting
Standards Committee (IASC), and discusses its operation, changing
membership and leadership, the development of its standards, and their
reception in jurisdictions around the world. The book gives particular
attention to the IASB's relationships with the European Union, the
United States, and Japan, as well as to the impact of the financial crisis
on the IASB's work. By its in-depth coverage of the history of the IASB,
the book provides essential background information that will enrich the

Regulating Telecommunications in South Africa - Charley Lewis
2020-06-10
This book provides the first full account of the 20-year story of universal
access and service in South Africa’s ICT sector. From 1994 the country’s
first democratic government set out to redress the deep digital divide
afflicting the overwhelming majority of its citizens, already poor and
disenfranchised, but likewise marginalised in access to telephone
infrastructure and services. By this time, an incipient global policy
regime was driving reforms in the telecomms sector, and also developing
good practice models for universal service. Policy diffusion thus led
South Africa to adopt, adapt and implement a slew of these interventions.
In particular, roll-out obligations were imposed on licensees, and a
universal service fund was established. But an agency with a universal
service mandate was also created; and licences in under-serviced areas
were awarded. The book goes on to identify and analyse the policy
success and failure of each of these interventions, and suggests some
lessons to be learned.
Parliamentary assembly Official Report of Debates 1999 Ordinary
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Session (First part, Volume I) , January 1999 - Council of Europe.
Parliamentary Assembly, Europe. Council of, Parliame
Polity and Governance: UPSC Prelims 2020 Highly Expected
Questions - IAS INSIGHTS
Polity and Governance: UPSC Prelims 2020 Highly Expected Questions:
15- Polity & Governance Solved Test Paper: Highly Expected Questions
for UPSC Civil Services Preliminary Exam General Studies Paper-1. 15Practice Set from Static and Current Affairs of Polity Section. These
Questions will definitely improve your score in exam. Polity UPSC
Prelims Questions The first stage of the UPSC Civil Services exam is the
Prelims. In IAS prelims, questions are of objective type (MCQ) which also
carry negative marks for wrong answers. We have compiled a list of
UPSC MCQ to give aspirants an idea about the intricacies of the IAS
Prelims. In the list of UPSC MCQ, we have modelled the questions as per
the UPSC prelims syllabus and previous year analysis. The UPSC MCQ
will be regularly updated and more categories will be added so do keep
checking MYUPSC.COM regularly. The download link for UPSC Practice
Test/ UPSC MCQ / UPSC Quiz on polity (with answers) can be found
below. To ascertain your preparation level for IAS prelims, you can refer
the sample questions in this article.
Crafting an African Security Architecture - Hany Besada 2016-05-13
The humanitarian crises caused by civil conflicts and wars in Africa are
too great in scope for an adequate and effective continental response.
The founding of the African Union and the drafting of the Responsibility
to Protect doctrine, the basis for collective action against genocide,
ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity makes this a critical time
to reflect on how best to address regional conflicts. This book responds
to new regional conflicts over health, water, land and food security in the
world's poorest, most socially fragmented continent. The work assesses
African regional security arrangements and provides new policy
recommendations for the future.
Stopping the Spies - Jane Duncan 2018-06-01
Is South Africa on its way to becoming a surveillance state, and will it
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

need a whistleblower? In 2013, former National Security Agency (NSA)
contractor Edward Snowden leaked secret documents revealing that
state agencies like the NSA had spied on the communications of millions
of innocent citizens. International outrage resulted, but the Snowden
documents revealed only the tip of the surveillance iceberg. Apart from
insisting on their rights to tap into communications, more and more
states are placing citizens under surveillance, tracking their movements
and transactions with public and private institutions. The state is
becoming like a one-way mirror, where it can see more of what its
citizens do and say, while citizens see less and less of what the state
does, owing to high levels of secrecy around surveillance. In this book,
Jane Duncan assesses the relevance of Snowden’s revelations for South
Africa. In doing so she questions the extent to which South Africa is
becoming a surveillance society governed by a surveillance state. Duncan
challenges members of civil society to be concerned about and to act on
the ever-expanding surveillance capacities of the South African state. Is
surveillance used for the democratic purpose of making people safer, or
is it being used for the repressive purpose of social control, especially of
those considered to be politically threatening to ruling interests? She
explores the forms of collective action needed to ensure that
unaccountable surveillance does not take place and examines what does
and does not work when it comes to developing organised responses.
Inside South Africa’s Foreign Policy - John Siko 2014-06-16
South Africa is still the major-player in African diplomacy, its military
resources far outstripping those of other nations on the continent. It also
has traditionally taken the lead role in Africa's united negotiations with
other power blocs. Yet the recent consensus has been that South Africa's
diplomacy over the last decades has been a disappointing failure - from
appearing to back the controversial Mugabe regime to accusations that it
is failing to utilize its position to encourage Chinese investment. John
Siko has had insider access to the corridors of power in South Africa,
and, with access to the major political players, charts the inability of
South Africa to develop a coherent policy over the last four decades. In
particular, he reveals the tight grip Mbeki has over foreign policy, to the
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detriment of SA's standing in the world, and argues South Africa's
isolationist style of policy making has not changed enough after
Mandela's election in 1994.
--As Mothers of the Land - Josephine Tankunani Sirivi 2004
"The lights went out in Bougainville in 1990. In an attempt to force the
island to give up its claims for independence, the government of Papua
New Guinea imposed a military blockade, withdrawing all government
and commercial services. The PNG military took control, imposed a
permanent curfew and began an armed campaign against Bougainvillean
rebel forces." "As Mothers of the Land is a unique account of one of the
deadliest conflicts in recent decades, told not by military or political
chiefs, but by those caught in the middle of the fighting: Bougainvillean
women." "Bougainville is a matrilineal society, in which women are
custodians of the land, but, as the conflict escalated, they became
unwilling pawns in the fight to control the country's destiny. They were
forced from their homes and herded into PNG-controlled 'care centres' or
were forced to live on the run, fleeing to the jungle to escape violence,
rape and military rule." "Normal society fractured as fear and anarchy
took hold. With no access to health, education and basic community
services, women were forced to call on traditional knowledge and selfreliance to rebuild a sense of community in the heart of the jungle. They
also began to build a women's movement for peace and freedom." "As
Mothers of the Land is a record of the years of war and the quest for
peace, told by the women who lived through it. It is an essential record of
the vital role women played in the Bougainville peace process and their
remarkable achievements in a country torn apart by decades of violent
struggle."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Enemy of the People - Adriaan Basson 2017-11-07
Enemy of the People is the first definitive account of Zuma’s catastrophic
misrule, offering eyewitness descriptions and cogent analysis of how
South Africa was brought to its knees – and how a people fought back.
When Jacob Zuma took over the leadership of the ANC one muggy
Polokwane evening in December 2007, he inherited a country where GDP
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

was growing by more than 6% per annum, a party enjoying the support
of two-thirds of the electorate, and a unified tripartite alliance. Today,
South Africa is caught in the grip of a patronage network, the economy is
floundering and the ANC is staring down the barrel of a defeat at the
2019 general elections. How did we get here? Zuma first brought to heel
his party, Africa’s oldest and most revered liberation movement,
subduing and isolating dissidents associated with his predecessor Thabo
Mbeki. Then saw the emergence of the tenderpreneur and those
attempting to capture the state, as well as a network of family, friends
and business associates that has become so deeply embedded that it has,
in effect, replaced many parts of government. Zuma opened up the state
to industrial-scale levels of corruption, causing irreparable damage to
state enterprises, institutions of democracy, and the ANC itself. But it
hasn’t all gone Zuma’s way. Former allies have peeled away. A new era
of activism has arisen and outspoken civil servants have stepped forward
to join a cross-section of civil society and a robust media. As a divided
ANC square off for the elective conference in December, where there is
everything to gain or to lose, award-winning journalists Adriaan Basson
and Pieter du Toit offer a brilliant and up-to-date account of the Zuma
era.
Minority Rights in Europe - Patrick Thornberry 2004
This publication discusses the main standards and mechanisms created
by the Council of Europe and other international organisations to protect
the rights of minorities in Europe, including key legal instruments such
as the European Convention on Human Rights, the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, and the European
Charter for Regional and Minority Languages. It reviews the monitoring
activities in various Council of Europe member and non-member states,
both prior to their accession and in their post-accession phase. The
publication also includes a detailed examination of the case of the
Roma/Gypsies, a specific minority without a 'kin state'.
Official Report of Debates - Council of Europe: Parliamentary Assembly
2003-03-14
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European E-Democracy in Practice - Leonhard Hennen 2019-11-06
This open access book explores how digital tools and social media
technologies can contribute to better participation and involvement of
EU citizens in European politics. By analyzing selected representative eparticipation projects at the local, national and European governmental
levels, it identifies the preconditions, best practices and shortcomings of
e-participation practices in connection with EU decision-making
procedures and institutions. The book features case studies on
parliamentary monitoring, e-voting practices, and e-publics, and offers
recommendations for improving the integration of e-democracy in
European politics and governance. Accordingly, it will appeal to scholars
as well as practitioners interested in identifying suitable e-participation
tools for European institutions and thus helps to reduce the EU’s current
democratic deficit. This book is a continuation of the book “Electronic
Democracy in Europe” published by Springer.
Parliaments’ Contributions to Security Sector Governance/Reform and
the Sustainable Development Goals - Wilhelm Janse van Rensburg
2022-02-24
The United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16 calls for the
establishment of peaceful, just and inclusive societies. The security
sector has the potential to contribute to SDG16 through the fulfilment of
its traditional and non-traditional security tasks. However, the security
sector can also detract from SDG16 when it acts outside the confines of
the law. Good governance of the sector is therefore a prerequisite to
achieving SDG16, and parliaments can make an important contribution
to accountability and good governance. Parliaments contribute to both
transparency and accountability of the sector through their various
functions and act as a counterweight to executive dominance, including
in the executive’s use of security forces. Yet, in times of crisis, states run
a risk of executive dominance and executives are often quick to resort to
the use of the security sector to address an array of challenges. This risk
also emerged during the global Covid-19 pandemic where states used the
security sector, notably the military and police, in various ways to
respond to the pandemic. This study reviewed the utilisation of the
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

security sector in South Africa, the Philippines and the UK during the
first year of the Covid-19 outbreak, resulting in varied outcomes ranging
from positive humanitarian contributions to misconduct and brutality
that led to the death of citizens. The initial lockdowns in these countries
constrained parliamentary activity, resulting in a lack of adequate
parliamentary oversight of security sector utilisation when it was most
needed. Parliaments did recover oversight of the sector to varied
degrees, but often with limited depth of inquiry into the Covid-19
deployments. To prevent the security sector from detracting from
SDG16, the study identified a need for a rapid parliamentary reaction
capability to security sector utilisation, especially in cases of
extraordinary deployments coupled with an elevated risk of executive
dominance.
Documents, Working Papers - Council of Europe, Parliamentary
Assembly - Council of Europe. Parliamentary Assembly 1994
The European Parliament in Times of EU Crisis - Olivier Costa
2018-11-24
This book assesses the many changes that have occurred within the
European Parliament and in its external relations since the Lisbon treaty
(2009) and the last European elections (2014). It is undoubtedly the
institution that has evolved the most since the 1950s. Despite the many
crises experienced by European integration in the last years, the
Parliament is still undergoing important changes in its formal
competences, its influence on policy-making, its relations with other EU
institutions, its internal organisation and its internal political dynamics.
Every contribution deals with the most recent aspects of these evolutions
and addresses overlooked topics, providing an overview of the current
state of play which challenges the mainstream intergovernmental
approach of the EU. This project results from research conducted at the
Department of European Political and Governance Studies of the College
of Europe. Individual research of several policy analysts of the European
Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS) have contributed to this
endeavour.
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Visions of Energy Futures - Benjamin K. Sovacool 2019-03-04
This book examines the visions, fantasies, frames, discourses,
imaginaries, and expectations associated with six state-of-the-art energy
systems—nuclear power, hydrogen fuel cells, shale gas, clean coal, smart
meters, and electric vehicles—playing a key role in current deliberations
about low-carbon energy supply and use. Visions of Energy Futures:
Imagining and Innovating Low-Carbon Transitions unveils what the
future of energy systems could look like, and how their meanings are
produced, often alongside moments of contestation. Theoretically, it
analyzes these technological case studies with emerging concepts from
various disciplines: utopianism (history of technology), symbolic
convergence (communication studies), technological frames (social
construction of technology), discursive coalitions (discourse analysis and
linguistics), sociotechnical imaginaries (science and technology studies),
and the sociology of expectations (innovation studies, future studies). It
draws from these cases to create a synthetic set of dichotomies and
frameworks for energy futures based on original data collected across
two global epistemic communities— nuclear physicists and hydrogen
engineers—and experts in Eastern Europe and the Nordic region,
stakeholders in South Africa, and newspapers in the United Kingdom.
This book is motivated by the premise that tackling climate change via
low-carbon energy systems and practices is one of the most significant
challenges of the twenty-first century, and that success will require not
only new energy technologies, but also new ways of understanding
language, visions, and discursive politics. The discursive creation of the
energy systems of tomorrow are propagated in polity, hoping to be
realized as the material fact of the future, but processed in conflicting
ways with underlying tensions as to how contemporary societies ought to
be ordered. This book will be essential reading for students and scholars
of energy policy, energy and environment, and technology assessment.
Routledge Handbook of Water Law and Policy - Alistair Rieu-Clarke
2017-02-24
Water plays a key role in addressing the most pressing global challenges
of our time, including climate change adaptation, food and energy
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

security, environmental sustainability and the promotion of peace and
stability. This comprehensive handbook explores the pivotal place of law
and policy in efforts to ensure that water enables positive responses to
these challenges and provides a basis for sound governance. The book
reveals that significant progress has been made in recent decades to
strengthen the governance of water resource management at different
scales, including helping to address international and sub-national
conflicts over transboundary water resources. It demonstrates that
‘effective’ laws and policies are fundamental drivers for the safe,
equitable and sustainable utilization of water. However, it is also shown
that what might constitute an effective law or policy related to water
resources management is still hotly debated. As such, the handbook
provides an important and definitive reference text for all studying water
governance and management.
Parliamentary Assembly, Working Papers - BERNAN ASSOC 2008-01-30
Birthing Techno-Sapiens - Robbie Davis-Floyd 2021-03-31
This ground-breaking book challenges us to re-think ourselves as technosapiens—a new species we are creating as we continually co-evolve
ourselves with our technologies. While some of its chapters are
imaginary, they are all empirically grounded in ethnography and richly
theorized from diverse disciplines. The authors go far beyond a technooptimism vs. techno-pessimism stance, stretching our thinking about
birthing techno-sapiens to consider not only how our cyborgian
reproductive lives are constrained and/or enabled by technology but are
also about emotions and spirit. The world of reproductive health care and
particularly that of genetic engineering is developing exponentially, and
current challenges are vastly different from those of a decade ago. The
book is provocative, intended to generate debate, ideas, and future
research and to influence ethical policy and practice in human technoreproduction. It will be of interest across the social sciences and
humanities, for reproductive scholars, bioethicists, techno-scientists, and
those involved in the development and delivery of maternity services.
Parliamentary Assembly Documents 2002 Ordinary Session (First Part) ,
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Volume II - Council of Europe
South African Foreign Policy - David R Black 2018-04-19
This book considers the identity, direction, and intentions embodied in
post-apartheid South African Foreign Policy. It aims to deepen the
understanding of this evolving post-apartheid foreign policy through an
exploration of the nature and trajectory of key bilateral relationships
from both the global ‘South’ (Brazil, China, Iran, the AU) and ‘North’
(Japan and the UK). This window on the country’s international relations
enriches understanding of the normative and structural factors that
influence not only South African foreign policy, but those of what Jordaan
(2003) calls emerging middle powers as they seek to position themselves
as influential actors in international affairs. By sketching the contours of
key South African relationships the contributors offer illuminating
insights into the cross-pressures shaping South African foreign policy. In
addition, they also add depth to the emerging middle power concept by
exploring four areas where the tendencies and tensions of emerging
middle power foreign policies are apparent: regionalism, multilateralism,
reform of global governance, and approach to moral leadership. This
book was previously published as a special issue of Commonwealth and
Comparative Politics.
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) - Australia. Parliament. House of
Representatives 1977
Cadastre: Principles and Practice - Roger Fisher & Jennifer Whittal
2020-02-25
Explaining the principles of cadastral law and interpretation in practice,
this is the first publication of its kind in over 45 years. It as a
comprehensive text for aspiring and practicing professional land
surveyors, those in the real property business, and those involved in land
administration. Written for the South African practice environment, it
will also be of interest to an international audience. The authors’
approach is progressive with the intent to inspire development to meet
the needs of our society for secure land tenure for all. A broad range of
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

topics are included: historical roots of tenure in the ancient world, the
early development of the cadastre in South Africa, and development of
the land surveying profession and professionalism. This provides context
to the discussion on land law, tenure and rights; on legal institutions, on
land administration, as well as government policies and reform
imperatives. Defining property boundaries of rights in space is a
particular challenge of the cadastral land surveyor. The chapters on the
definition of beacons and boundaries cover a broad range of onshore and
offshore application environments. They span the extent of ownership
and limited real rights within the sovereign area of the Republic of South
Africa. These environments include the air, the land surface and
subterrestrial; coastal waters, and the sea bed. Particular attention is
paid to complex river and coastal property boundaries. Case law is a key
driver for changes in legislation and is also highly directive in terms of
practice. The final chapter of the book is dedicated to a themed
exploration of case law relating to beacons, boundaries, evidence, rights
and restrictions. Cadastre: Principles and Practice will be an important
addition to your professional bookshelf.
Closing the Feedback Loop - Björn-Sören Gigler 2014-05-22
Enhanced transparency, accountability, and government or donor
responsiveness to people needs are imperative to achieve better and
more sustainable development results on the ground. The rapid spread of
new technologies is transforming the daily lives of millions of poor people
around the world and has the potential to be a real game changer for
development. Improved accountability and responsiveness are critical for
reaching the goals of eliminating extreme poverty and promoting shared
prosperity with a focus on improving the well-being of the most
vulnerable and marginalized groups in society. Within the broader
political economy context, many questions remain unanswered about the
role that new technologies can play to act as an accelerator for closing
the accountability gap. Within this context, this report brings together
new evidence from leading academics and practitioners on the effects of
technology-enabled citizen engagement. The report aims to address the
following four main questions: how do new technologies empower
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communities through participation, transparency, and accountability?;
are technologies an accelerator for closing the accountability gap - the
space between supply (governments, service providers) and demand
(citizens, communities,civil society organizations) that must be bridged
for open and collaborative governance?; under what conditions does this
occur?; and what are the experiences and lessons learned from existing
grassroots innovators and donor-supported citizen engagement and
crowdsourcing programs, and how can these programs be replicated or
scaled up?. The report presents a theoretical framework about the
linkages between new technologies, participation, empowerment, and
the improvement of poor people's human well-being based on Amartya
Sen's capability approach. The book provides rich case studies about the
different factors that influence whether or not information and
communication technology (ICT)-enabled citizen engagement programs
can improve the delivery and quality of public services to poor
communities. The report analyzes in depth both the factors and process
of using new technologies to enhance the delivery of primary health
services to pregnant women in Karnataka, India, and of several
community mapping and crowdsourcing programs in Guinea, Haiti,
Kenya, Libya, Sudan, and other countries.
Low-Cost Aviation - Weiqiang Lin 2022-06-27
Low-Cost Aviation: Aeromobilities Culture, Politics, and Infrastructures
covers critical societal issues such as labor regimes, unequal and
changing flying publics, transnational dynamics of migration, tourism,
business experiences, environmental challenges and shifting
territorialities of LCCs at various scales. It situates LCCs holistically
within a societal-infrastructural regime rather than solely within a
transport context. The book explores the changing nature of passengers’
profiles and mobile cultures, new consumption patterns and Economic
Re-Configurations, as well as geopolitical and sustainability challenges.
Providing a research agenda for aeromobilities, the book examines the
most pressing social, cultural and political impacts of LCCs on society in
different global contexts. It bridges transport and mobility studies,
fostering transport sustainability and mobility justice to improve air
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transport management. Offers empirically grounded insights on key
social issues and their implications Draws on the expertise of an
international team of scholars across the social sciences, including
geography, urban studies, history and economics Utilizes case studies
from Asia, America and Europe Provides context, theoretical approaches,
models and examples showing how they have been implemented
Multilingual Universities in South Africa - Liesel Hibbert 2014-04-16
Focusing on the use of African languages in higher education, this book
showcases South African higher education practitioners’ attempts to
promote a multilingual ethos in their classes. It is a first-time overview of
multilingual teaching and learning strategies that have been tried and
tested in a number of higher education institutions in South Africa.
Despite language-in-education policies that extol the virtues of
multilingualism, practice remains oriented towards English-only learning
and teaching. In the multilingual contexts of local campuses, this book
shows how students and lecturers attempt to understand their multiple
identities and use the available languages to create multilingual learning
environments.
Jean Corston MP Speeches to Parliament 1992 to 2005 - Helen Gordon
Robert's Rules of Order - Henry M. Robert 2018-07-10
Robert's Rules of Order by Henry M. Robert There appears to be much
needed a work on parliamentary law, based, in its general principles,
upon the rules and practice of Congress, and adapted, in its details, to
the use of ordinary societies. Such a work should give, not only the
methods of organizing and conducting the meetings, the duties of the
officers and the names of the ordinary motions, but in addition, should
state in a systematic manner, in reference to each motion, its object and
effect; whether it can be amended or debated; if debatable, the extent to
which it opens the main question to debate; the circumstances under
which it can be made, and what other motions can be made while it is
pending. This Manual has been prepared with a view to supplying the
above information in a condensed and systematic manner, each rule
being either complete in itself, or giving references to every section that
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in any way qualifies it, so that a stranger to the work can refer to any
special subject with safety. We are delighted to publish this classic book
as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the books in
our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not
been accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing program
is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our
view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to be
brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast
majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the
original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided
by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible
to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience.
Archives, Recordkeeping and Social Justice - David A. Wallace
2020-05-10
Archives, Recordkeeping, and Social Justice expands the burgeoning
literature on archival social justice and impact. Illuminating how diverse
factors shape the relationship between archives, recordkeeping systems,
and recordkeepers, this book depicts struggles for different social justice
objectives. Discussions and debates about social justice are playing out
across many disciplines, fields of practice, societal sectors, and
governments, and yet one dimension cross-cutting these actors and
engagement spaces has remained unexplored: the role of recordkeeping
and archiving. To clarify and elaborate this connection, this volume
provides a rigorous account of the engagement of archives and
records—and their keepers—in struggles for social justice. Drawing upon
multidisciplinary praxis and scholarship, contributors to the volume
examine social justice from historical and contemporary perspectives and
promote impact methodologies that align with culturally responsive,
democratic, Indigenous, and transformative assessment. Underscoring
the multiplicity of transformative social justice impacts influenced by
recordmaking, recordkeeping, and archiving, the book presents nine
question-no-parliamentary-monitoring-group

case studies from around the world that link the past to the present and
offer pathways towards a more just future. Archives, Recordkeeping, and
Social Justice will be an essential reading for researchers and students
engaged in the study of archives, truth and reconciliation processes,
social justice, and human rights. It should also be of great interest to
archivists, records managers, and information professionals.
The Handbook of National Legislatures - M. Steven Fish 2011-08-15
Where is the power? Students of politics have pondered this question and
social scientists have scrutinized formal political institutions and the
distribution of power among agencies of the government and the state.
But we still lack a rich bank of data measuring the power of specific
governmental agencies, particularly national legislatures. This book
assesses the strength of the national legislature of every country in the
world with a population of at least a half-million inhabitants. The
Legislative Powers Survey (LPS), is a list of 32 items that gauges the
legislature's sway over the executive, its institutional autonomy, its
authority in specific areas, and its institutional capacity. Data were
generated by means of a vast international survey of experts, extensive
study of secondary sources, and painstaking analysis of constitutions and
other relevant documents. Individual country chapters provide answers
to each of the 32 survey items, supplemented by expert commentary and
relevant excerpts from constitutions.
[Official gazette of the Council of Europe / Congress of Local and
Regional Authorities of Europe (CLRAE) part-volume ] ; Official
gazette of the Council of Europe. Congress of Local and Regional
Authorities of Europe (CLRAE) part-volume - Council of Europe
1999-01-01
Parliamentary Assembly Official Report of Debates 2001 Ordinary
session (Third part, Volume III), June 2001 - Council of Europe
Perspectives on Soviet Law for the 1980s - Ferdinand Joseph Maria
Feldbrugge 1982-10-29
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Parliamentary assembly Official report of debats, 2002 ordinary session
Fourth part), September 2002, Volume IV - Council of Europe
Utilisation of South African Research on Higher Education - Jan Botha
2021-10-26
The relationship between research, on the one hand, and policy/practice
on the other hand, is complicated and collaboration between scholars in
research on higher education (RHE) and institutional research (IR)
practitioners is often lacking. This book marks a collaborative effort of a
diverse range of South African RHE and IR scholars and asks the
overarching questions: What do we know about the utilisation of South
African research on higher education (SARHE) and its subset of research
known as Institutional Research? How and by whom is this research
used? The book begins by looking at the historical underpinnings of
SARHE and delineating the shape and size of this body of research. This
is followed by a series of case studies on South African Higher Education
institutions and governmental bodies, investigating how, when and by
whom are research on higher education and institutional research used
in the decision-making of these organisations. This book is the first of its
kind in South Africa and sets out to lay the groundwork for further
research into the use, uptake and utilisation of RHE and IR in this
country.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States - National Research
Council 2009-07-29
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science
community, performing vitally important work. However, they are often
constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national
support. It is clear that change and advancements, both systematic and
scientific, are needed in a number of forensic science disciplines to
ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and
promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a
detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a
new government entity, the National Institute of Forensic Science, to
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establish and enforce standards within the forensic science community.
The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines
are clear: assisting law enforcement officials, enhancing homeland
security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account
of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including
upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better training,
widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable best practices, and
mandatory certification and accreditation programs. While this book
provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it
also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.
Parliamentary Assembly Official report of debates, 2002 Session
(First part), January 2002, Volume I - Council of Europe
Africa and International Relations in the 21st Century - S.
Cornelissen 2016-01-26
This book examines key emergent trends related to aspects of power,
sovereignty, conflict, peace, development, and changing social dynamics
in the African context. It challenges conventional IR precepts of
authority, politics and society, which have proven to be so inadequate in
explaining African processes. Rather, this edited collection analyses the
significance of many of the uncharted dimensions of Africa's
international relations, such as the respatialisation of African societies
through migration, and the impacts this process has had on state power;
the various ways in which both formal and informal authority and
economies are practised; and the dynamics and impacts of new
transnational social movements on African politics. Finally, attention is
paid to Africa's place in a shifting global order, and the implications for
African international relations of the emergence of new world powers
and/or alliances. This edition includes a new preface by the editors,
which brings the findings of the book up-to-date, and analyses the
changes that are likely to impact upon global governance and human
development in policy and practice in Africa and the wider world
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post-2015.
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